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COMMUTATIVITY OF UNBOUNDED REPRESENTATIONS

SCH6ICHI OTA

(Communicated by Palle E. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We introduce the notion of commutativity for unbounded represen-

tations of a *-algebra, and we study integrable or selfadjoint extensions, with a

condition of the commutativity, of a representation.

1. Introduction

Unbounded representations of a *-algebra have been studied with close re-

lation to quantum field theory [1, 9, 11, 15]. In this paper, introducing the

notions of strong commutativity and weak commutativity for representations,

we study extensions of unbounded representations under some commutativity

conditions. An integrable representation plays an important role in making

deeper analyses on representations (see [11; 13, Chapters 9 and 10]), and so

we shall be concerned with integrable extensions of a representation. On the

other hand, there are some arguments on commuting selfadjoint extensions of

unbounded operators in a Hilbert space (for example, [6, 14]) and on commut-

ing derivations in C*-algebras [10]. Motivated by them, we show in §3 that two

commuting integrable extensions of a representation coincide, and we also show

that for a closed ^-representation n there is no proper selfadjoint extension of

n that strongly commutes with n .

In case of commutative algebras, it is shown in [13, Proposition 9.1.12] that

every integrable extension of a representation can be obtained by its induced
extension and, as we will see in Corollary 4, any integrable extension of a rep-

resentation n weakly commutes with n . In §4 we discuss the integrability of

the induced extension commuting with a representation.

2. Preliminaries

We begin with definitions of unbounded representations. Let 21 be a

*-algebra with unit e. Let n be a linear mapping of 21 into all closable linear

operators on a common dense subspace 3>(n) of a Hilbert space %?. If n

satisfies that n(e) = I, the identity operator on %?, and 2>'(n) is invariant

under each n(x) and n(x)n(y)n = n(xy)n for all x, y e 21 and n e 3)(n),
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then n is said to be a representation of 21 on Sf. If the domain 3S(n) is com-

plete with respect to the induced topology given by the family of seminorms

{||rc(x)^|| : x e 21} , n is called closed. If a representation n satisfies

(n(x)c:, n) = (£, n(x*)tl)

for all x € 21 and £,, n e 3>(n), then n is said to be a ^representation.

We now define a closed representation derived from n by

3S(n*)= [\3(n(xy) ,

re*(x) = 7r(x*)*|Sr(K.)    (the restriction of n(x*)* to 3>(n*)).

If n = n*, we call n selfadjoint. A closed *-representation n is called

integrable (or standard in terms of [11]) if n(a*) = n(a)* for all a e 21.

Clearly, an integrable representation is selfadjoint. We should note that a closed

♦-representation n is integrable if and only if n(a) is essentially selfadjoint for

all a = a* e 21.
We next recall definitions of weak and strong commutants of representations.

For a representation n of 21 on Sf, the weak commutant Ww(n) is defined

by
Ww(n) = {Te 38(Sf) : Tn(x) c ?r*(x) T for all x e 21},

and the strong commutant Ws(n) is defined by

&s(n) = {T e &(Sf): Tn(x) c n(x) T for all x e 21}.

Here 38 (Sf) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear operators on Sf. If it

is selfadjoint, then Ww(n) is a von Neumann algebra with Ww(n) = (&s(ti) .

For further details on unbounded representations, we refer to [13].

Definition 1. Let nx and n2 be ^-representations of 21 on a Hilbert space Sf.

We say that nx strongly commutes with n2 if the commutant of Ws(nx) is

contained in Ws(n2); cS's(nx)' c\'^s(ti2) . Analogously, we say that nx weakly

commutes with n2 if ^(7r,)' c Ww(n2). Here, for a subset Jf of 3§(Sf), Jf'

denotes the usual commutant of Jf .

The commutativity of representations is not symmetric; that is, if 7Ti strongly

commutes with n2, then n2 does not commute strongly with nx in general.

Moreover, the weak commutativity does not always imply the strong commu-

tativity. Clearly, the above two notions coincide for the class of selfadjoint

representations and, for such representations nx and n2, if nx strongly com-

mutes with n2 then n2 strongly commutes with nx .

Example 2. Let 21 = C[a] be a free commutative algebra with unit e generated

by one hermitian element a. Suppose 7Ti and n2 are selfadjoint represen-

tations of 21 on a Hilbert space Sf.  Then by [5], each 7t,(a) (/ = 1, 2)  is

essentially selfadjoint and 3J(iii) = n^=i-®f(7r((a) ) • ^ follows from the spec-

tral theory that

Ws(nt) = Ww(n,) = {e'"^ :teR}'       (i = 1, 2).

Hence nx strongly commutes with n2 if and only if selfadjoint operators nx(a)

and n2(a) strongly commute.
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Proposition 3. Let n be a selfadjoint representation of a %-algebra 21 on a

Hilbert space. If n strongly commutes with itself then n is integrable. Con-
versely, if n is integrable and, in addition, 21 is abelian, then n is strongly

commutes with itself.

Proof. Since n is selfadjoint and ffs(n)' c Ws(n) by the definition, ^s(n)' is

an abelian von Neumann algebra. For each a - a* e 21, the closed symmetric

operator n(a) is affiliated with Ws(n)', and so n(a) is selfadjoint (see [8, §5.6]).

This means that n is integrable. Conversely, suppose n is integrable. Since

each n(a) (a = a* e 21) is essentially selfadjoint, it follows from the definition

of the commutant and [13, Corollary 8.2.8] that the von Neumann algebra

Ws(n)' is generated by the unitary operators e'n^a) with all hermitian a in 21.

Therefore if, in addition, 21 is abelian, then it follows from [13, Proposition

7.1.3 and Theorem 9.1.2] that Ws(n)' is abelian. Thus it is strongly commutes

with itself.

For *-representations n and p of a *-algebra 21 on a Hilbert space Sf ,

the relation n c p means that 2l(n) c 2(p) and n(a)n = p(a)n for all a e 21

and all ne3(%), and if this relation holds, then p is said to be an extension
of n.

Corollary 4. Suppose 21 is an abelian ^-algebra and n is a ^representation of

% on a Hilbert space. Then any integrable extension of n weakly commutes
with n .

Proof. Let p be an integrable extension of n . It follows that Ww(p) c Ww(n).

The proposition follows from Proposition 3.

3. Commuting extensions

Let B be a closed symmetric operator with equal deficiency indices on a
Hilbert space Sf and B$ be a selfadjoint extension of B. Let 2t be a *-

algebra C[a] of Example 2. Define two ^-representation n and p of 21 on

Sf by
OO

3(n)=^\3S(Bn),

n=l

n(a) = 5|^,(„)    (the restriction of B to 2(n))

and
CO

9J(p)=xr\9i(Bl),
n=\

p(a) = Bq\c0(P)    (the restriction of B0 to 3(p)) .

By Corollary 4, p weakly commutes with n and so the inequality e"B°B c

B*e'tB° holds. Especially, if e'lB°B c Be',B° (t eR), then it follows from the

spectral theory that B = B0; namely, n = p. We note that this condition is

equivalent to:  p strongly commutes with n . In general, we have

Theorem 5. Let n be a ^representation of a *-algebra 21 on a Hilbert space

Sf. Suppose closed ^-representations px and p2 are extensions of n . If p2 is

integrable and p2 strongly commutes with px, then px and p2 coincide.
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Proof. Suppose p2 is integrable. Take a = a* in 21. Then the closed symmet-

ric operator p2(a) is selfadjoint. In the rest of the proof, we write T0, Tx , and

T2 for the closures n(a), p\(a), and p2(a) , respectively. It follows from

the spectral theory that the resolvent (i-T2)~x of T2 at i strongly commutes

with T2, where i denotes yf^l. Hence,

(i - T2)-XT0 c (i - T2)~XT2 c T2(i - T2)~x = -I + i(i - T2)~x ,

so that (i - T2)~XT0 is continuous.

Since T(i - T2) c (i - T2)T for all T e %s(p2), it follows that (i - T2)~x

belongs to Ws(p2)'. Since p2 strongly commutes with px , (i - T2)~x belongs

to Ws(px). Thus

(i - T2)~XT0 C (i - T2)-XTX c Tx(i - T2)-x.

Since Tx(i-T2)~x is closed, it follows that Tx(i-T2)~x is everywhere defined

and is equal to the continuous extension of (i - 72)-17o. This means that

Tx(i - T2)~x = T2(i - T2)~x,

so that T\ = T2. Hence px(a) is essentially selfadjoint for each a- a* in 21.

This is equivalent that px is integrable. Since px(a) = p2(a) for all a = a* in

2t, it follows that p\ = p2.

Remark 1. By Corollary 4, Theorem 5 does not hold in general in the case that

p2 weakly, but not strongly, commutes with px. Let n be a ^representation

of 21 on Sf. For a = a* e 21, let Vn(a) be the Cayley transformation of the

closed symmetric operator n(a);

Vn(a) = (Maj - i)(n(a) + i)~l.

Then, as usual, Vn^a) is extended to the partial isometry on Sf that is zero on

the deficiency space ker(7r(a)* - i) and it is also denoted by F„(a).

We remark that n(a) is essentially selfadjoint if Vn{a)V^ta) e <&w(ii) and

K\a)V*weW">(ii) [4].

Theorem 6. Let n be a closed ^-representation of a *-algebra 21 on a Hilbert

space Sf. If n has a selfadjoint extension that strongly commutes with n, then

n is integrable and consequently has no proper extensions.

Proof. Suppose p is a selfadjoint representation of 21 such that p strongly

commutes with n and p D n. Then we have only to show that p = n. Take

a = a* in 21 and B e ffw(p)'. Since Ww(p)' = Ws(p)' c &'{n), B and

B* belong to Ws(n). Since B strongly commutes with the closed symmetric

operator n(a),  it follows that

for all £, e 3l(n(a) + i), the range of n(a) + i. On the other hand, B also

strongly commutes with n(a)*. For £ e 3$(n(a) + i)x — ker(n(a)* - i), we

have n(a)*Bl; = Bn(a)*£ = iB£,. Hence B£, e 3l(n(d) + i)x, and so the

partial isometry V^ and B commute. Therefore VK(a) e Ww(p). By the

relation p D n, Ww(p) c &w(n). Since Ww(p) is a *-algebra, Vn(a)V;(a) and

Vn(a)Vn(a) belong to Ww(n). It follows from Remark 1 that n(a) is essentially

selfadjoint. This means that n is integrable and n = p.
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Remark 2. Let nx and n2 be ♦-representations of 21 on Sf . Suppose n2

is an extension of nx and a *-representation p weakly commutes with n2.

Then it is easily seen that p weakly commutes with nx . Conversely, for a

♦-representation n of 21 on Sf, suppose a selfadjoint (or integrable) repre-

sentation p of 21 on Sf strongly commutes with n. Then it is natural to

ask whether there exists a selfadjoint (or integrable) extension 7tn of n in Sf

such that p strongly (or weakly) commutes with 7tn. However, we can easily

construct a counterexample by using [14, the mention just before the proof of

Theorem 3.1].

4. Induced representations

In this section we consider the commutativity of induced extensions related to

[4; 13, §§8.5 and 9.1]. Let Jf be a subset of Ww(n). We define a representation

7T° of 21 with the domain 3>(n°) consisting of the linear span of Jf3S(%) by

n\x)\Vck^k\=YJCkn(x)ik
\ k Ik

for x e 21 and J2k Ck€k eS)(n°). We write nj? for the closure of n° , which
is called the induced representation of n determined by Jf.

If Jf is a subalgebra containing the identity operator /, then it is a

♦-representation and Jf is contained in the strong commutant of the induced

representation 7t^ of Jf ; that is, J? C Ws(n^-). If, in addition, Jf is a

♦-subalgebra, then tij? is an extension of 7t on Sf as a ♦-representation with

n c %jg c n*. We call iije the induced extension of n .

Lemma 7. Let n and p be ^representations of a *-algebra 21. If p is an

extension of n, then T^w^p) is weH defined and is an extension of n as a

^representation satisfying n c 7i&s(P) C p.

Proof. Since p D n, we have %?s(p) c Ww(p) c Ww(n). Hence, 7t^(/)) is

well defined as an induced representation of n and clearly it c 7tg>s(/,). Since

Ws(p)3(ii) c Sf(n), it follows that nWs(p)(x)Tn = Tn(x)n = Tp(x)n =

p(x)Tn , for all T e &s(p) and n e 3S(n). Thus, 7T^(/,) c p , and so

n%s(P) is a ♦-representation.

Proposition 8. Suppose n is a ^-representation of a *-algebra '■A on a Hilbert

space Sf and p is a selfadjoint extension of n , and suppose p weakly com-

mutes with n. If one of p, n%s(P), and n^s^y is integrable, then all of them

coincide.

Proof. Since p weakly commutes with n , it follows that n^s^py is well defined

as an induced representation and n c n^S(py . Since p is selfadjoint, Ws(p)

is a von Neumann algebra on Sf and so n^s^ is an extension of n as a

♦-representation. Moreover, Ws(p)' c ^^n^^y) ; that is, p strongly com-

mutes with n<gs(Py . And we have

Ws(n^{py)' c &°{p)" = Ws(p) c *'(**(,)).

This means that n<gsipy strongly commutes with n^^p).

We first assume that p is integrable. Then p = n<gs<py by Theorem 5, so

that p strongly commutes with n&(P) ■ Hence p = n%,(p).
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We next assume that n<g,lp) is integrable. We have only to show that p is

integrable. Since a selfadjoint extension is unique, p = ii&stp). Thus p is

integrable.

Lastly we assume that n<gs{Py is integrable. Since n&s(Py strongly commutes

with 7i&,ip), it follows from Theorem 5 that n&,iP) is integrable. From the

above argument, the proposition follows.

Remark 3. Under the same assumption as in Proposition 8 except for the self-

adjointness of p, we can show that if one of p and n&s(P) is integrable then

p = Jtw(p) = nW'{py > by a slight modification of the proof above.

Proposition 9. Let n be a selfadjoint representation of a ^-algebra 21 on a

Hilbert space. Suppose there is a subalgebra J£ contained in Ww(n) such that

the induced representation n^ weakly commutes with n. Then n is integrable.

Proof. Define yf = %"w(n^). Since iijf weakly commutes with n and n_£ D

n, yf' c &'(**)' c Ww(n) and yf c Ww(n). Hence &w(n)" D %w(n) D

jV' 3 Ww(n)'. Thus, for each a - a* e 21, the closed symmetric operator

n(a) is affiliated with the abelian von Neumann algebra Ww(7i)', and so 7r(a)

is selfadjoint. This means that n is integrable.
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